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V 
ABSTRACT 

Vertical shafts of colored sand were placed al" • one diameter 
through ground sero on Shot 7 to give a peraanent record of the trie 
erster. Measurement of the physical characteristics of the apparent 
ciater and lip, and the true crater Were made. 

The nuclear data obtained from Operation JANOLE surface and 
underground shots and TEAPOT Shot 7 were correlated irtth previous 
high explosive (HK} test results. Scaled curves of dimensions versus 
depth of burial with correlation between HE and nuclear bursts were 
developed for the Nevada Test Site soil JS well as for several other 
seil types for which reliable HE data are available. 

Particular attention was given to the definition oX the tens 
spparent and tru» craters» in light of their meaning being baaed on 
the movement of the soil, as depicted by the colored sand columns- A 
brief examination is made of the effects of energy density on the TKT 
equivalence of underground nuclear bursts. The charge emtVlacÄment 
configuration can play a significant role in determln'nf the TUT 
equivalence of a particular burst. 

5 
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FOREWORD 

Thl» r<»iv^ pre aents th« final reauLte of one of tb« 56 nroject» comprlo- 
ing the Military Sffects Prograa of Operation Teapot, which included U 
teat detonations at the Nevada Teat Site in 1935. 

For overall Teapot military^ affecta Inforaatlon, the reader la re- 
ferred to "Siamary Report of the Technical Director. Military Fffecta 
Program," WT-1153, which Includea the following: (1) a deacrlptlon of 
each detonation Including yield, aero-polnt envlronBsnr. *•-.)«• of device, 
aablent atiaoapherlc condltlona, etc.; (2) a alacuaalon of n^tj^ct reaulta; 
(3) a Btaafcry of the objecciv«* and resulta of each project; ar»i {!,)  a 
Hating of project reports for the Military Effects Prognu. 

PREFACE 
The original ideaa for the use of colored aaad rolwna for acaaure- 

■ent of crate ring effect« were conceived by Baaure^rd Perkins, Jr., 
BallisticB Research Laboratories. The author la greatly indebted to 
Mr. Perkins for his consultation and assistance during the planning and 
operational phases of both the HE and nuclear portions of the teat and 
in the interpretation of the  4rta obtained. 

The assistance of the following people la gratefully acki.. /U^c.jd 
by the author:  (l) COR. V. K.  NcLeUaa, Lt. Col. <i. 0. Ja^.^, «fejor 
H. T. Elngha«, IXDR. Fred Clark of PrograM Section; Lt. P«2 J.  J. 
Hale> and staff, Reqtilrwsnta Section; acd the sUif of the Director»te 
^f weapons Sffects Teata, n«ld Co—t, AWWP; (2) Oapt-^- R U^ia^e 
and Captain W. 3aye and staffs of the Xevada feat Site Datati*xct; 
(3) the peraof^cl of the Stanford lla.<ear*:h I?atltut* field group, a ier 
L. H.  Swift; (k)  Lt. Col. John Pickering \rm,  W. J, Chrlatlanaea, and 
Lt. B. S. Nerrin, Blast Branch, AP8WP; ()) Prts a.  G, Essig and 
Vllllan Murphy of the Ballistics Baaearch Laboratory; and (6) Colonel 
E. P. Klinke, Major R. A. Bartraa, Dar. T. C. felah. Captain n. C, jiaiaon, 
P. A. Pieper, Owen RlchMed, J. V. Bslbrook, Lt. B. A. BOMT, irrts. 
M. P. Jokerat, Warren Hils, and J, B. Taylor, and Pfc. Uooel Stein, all 
of the Engineer Research and Development laboratories. 
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Chapter   I 

INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this project WR? to detexm^e WüS- physical 
characteriatica of t**  crater and lip formed by thf» uricryround explo- 
sion of a nuclear device. These crater characteristir.; are utilized 
in establishing empirical scaling curves for the craterlng effects 
from underground bursts. The curves apply to soil ^rlitions found 
at the Nevada Test Site (WTS) and were obtained by inuerpolation 
between JANGLE surface shot (3), JANGLE underground shot (U), TEAPOT 
Shot 7; and extrapolation from high explosives (HE). In addition, an 
effort is made to construct nuclear cratering curves for other soil 
types for which reliable and applicable HE data are available. 

CorrelatiOL between nuclear weapons and HE cratering phenomena 
is desired for various scale depths of burial for the particular aoil 
conditions at NTS. One of the Important factors in interpreting the 
results of a crater measurement test is the problem of definition of 
the various crater characteristics. "Äerefore, a further objective 
of this project was to define such variables as apparent crater and 
true crater for the Nevada soil, in order to make the results of the 
nuclear experiment more eaaily interpreted. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Two nuclear devices of 1.2-kt yieü, one a near »ur ice burst 
(3.5 tft above the aurface) and the other an upd^rj^ood burat (IT 
feet, depth of burial), were detonated at JANGLE in 1951- Only neaaure- 
menta of the apparent craters were obtained at thin imti bccaua« no 
provision hod been made for peruoi.ent inatriaentation to allow the 
meaaurcment 01 the true crater after dtcay of the reaidual acivity. 
After a time lapae, aufflcient to r^u^i the "»«Mition hazard, accurate 
meaaurement of the true crater dimensions was impossible, aince during 
the waiting period the area waa exposed to the elaawnta which ~auaed 
the aurface aoil to be blown about by the wind and conao?idated by 
rain and anow. (Reference l). 

A diatinction between the meaning of the terms apparent crater 
and true crater aa Intended in this report ia warranted. In Figure 
1.1, a typical crater formed by the detonation of un  exploj.'.e under- 
ground ia ahown. The line labeled apparent crater denotes the crater 
which remains aicei all ejected material baa fallen back to eart». 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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The true crater is defined as the voliane bounded by that surface which 
generally lies at some greater depth than the apparent crater, and 
which represents the limiting distance from the explosion at which the 
material originally composing the crater was completely disassociated 
from the underlying material. 

The true crater dimension is the one which should receive the 
closest attention with regard to scaling of effects and partition of 
energy — Hie apparent crater is too easily affected by such factors 

True Crottr 

Rupturt Zcr« 

F^ore 1.1 
plosion. 

Profile of craters Trom an underground ex- 

as surface wind conditions and angle of repose of the dlstrubed soil. 
In addition, the rupture zones are too difficult to measure in most 
soil types. Rupture zones are quite easily measured in high-clay- 
content soils, but are almost impossible to define in sandy soils. 

In order to give more confidence to the experimental technique 
used in Project 1.6 for determining the true crater measurementB and 
also to define this true crater in OTTS soil, an HE test vaa cox*ru£t*d 
ac NTS during the fall of 195^ • T^e results of this t*8t ^rt nven in 
Chapter 2. 

12 
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Chapter   2 

PRETEST HIGH EXPLOSIVES   PROGRAM 

2.1 TFEORY 

The field of underground explosion effects has had to be approched 
from the empirical point of view in order to achieve any seablance of 
understanding. The factor contributing most to tt/ ~ situation is the 
earth itself, which by the very natuie of its extrem -:n-ho«ogeneity 
makes mathematical models and equations of state difxlcult to estab- 
Ijsh. The lack of suitable ground-shock instrmentK .en has retarded 
the determination of paramenters influencing the phenomena; this in 
turn has retarded the development of a suitable tucc-y. 

The earth lends itself to one form of neasureaent, cratering, 
which air and water do not, that has been valuable for study. When the 
earth is ruptured by an explosion, a record of rearranged, pulverised, 
sheared, and even fuzed earth is left behind which can be empirically 
studied while the development of transient effects measurements is 
advancing. Heasurements ha/e been made of the apparent crater, that 
crater existing after all fallback, as the basis for criteria of damage. 
The variables of the apparent crater are: diameter at original ground 
level, depth, lip diameter, lip height, and voluae. In some instances, 
attempts have also been made to measure the true crater dimensions 
either by probing with rods or by excavating a vertical cross section 
to find undisturbed material. The Ballistic Research Laboratories 
(BRL) has experimented successfully in sand and clay using vertical 
columns of colored sand to give permanent records of displacements and 
shear. These results were from very small BE charges anu ara reportfcd 
in Reference 2. 

The BRL technique showed great promise as a wr*z'  if obtaining a 
vertical cross section of a crater below ami beyond the apparent crater, 
and in giving indications of the extent of the ma^eriaJ cov-^nt in the 
regions ranging from complete «baar and ejection to no «near and miour 
d 1 splr«cöeent. it also indicated the Techanism of lip format'on, fivlng 
impetus to forming a tangible definition of the true crater and to 
extrapolating such a definition to the nuclear case and other soil 
types as a means of understanding the partition of energy of undergound 
explosions. The true crater appears to be a more logical pirameter 
for energy determination, principally because it is not affected as 
much as the apparent crater by the post-explosion phencmena of fall- 
back, fallout, angle of repose of the disturbed earth, an^* .*ete »rolo- 
bical conditions« 

The tens «renor partition is discussed briefly here to arofd 
confusion in terminology. When a high-energy source is suddenl/ formed 

13 
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by the detonation of a charge, a voiunie approximately tne size of the 
charge and containing this total energy can be said to exist for an 
instant aftc: detonation. The amonnt of energy released per unit 
weight of explosive is the energy density of the explosive. The term 
energy density is often used to describe high explosives according to 
their brisance or shattering power as distinguished from their total 
work capability, Brisance in high explosives is dependent upon the 
suddenness with which the gaseous products of an exp^osi™^ are liberated, 
and the rate of detonation is at least a major factor ir. detenrdning 
brisance, A new definition of energy density is reqaired when describ- 
ing the thermodynamic and hydrodynaaic states of a nuclear explosion 
from its time of detonation until the transfer of its energy to the 
surroanding mediur: becomes faster by shock tha^ by rawLLs'"4 an -— the 
end of radiative transport. This is ener^- uwnsity in i«ris of energy 
per unit volume. Throughout the remainder of this repoi' oils latter 
definition of energy density will be used unless stated ^'lierwise, 

Sipca the gasball of a high explosive charge is rit*   'nsd by chemr 
ical decomposition, its energy density is determined by uie volume of 
the undetomted charge. However, a nuclear explosion xnust create its 
gasball freu the weapon fragments and the surrounding medium« This 
process, known as radiative transport, is estimated to end when the 
isothermal sphere has cooled to a temperature of about 300,000 degrees 
Kelvin. It follows that the volume of the gasball at this temperature 
will be dependent upon the medium in which the detonation occurs 
(Reference 7). The amount and rate of work done on surrounding medium 
by the energy of an explosion is seriously affected by the energy den- 
sity of that explosion, Tha energy density factor alone can lead to 
some of the difficulties of correlating atonic and HE explosions, since 
their respective initial energy densities can differ greatly» possibly 
by a factor of 10', For nuclear airbursts, this large energy^danglty 
difference manifests itself by loss of a large percentage of total 
energy through radiation, whereas the relatively low-tcmpercture HE 
burst loset only a small percentage in this naruwr, 

A nuclear alrburst is usually referred to as harinc * ~-^hanlcal, 
or blasL, efficiency of UO to SO  percent relative to TNT (sc^tijnes 
better expressed as a TNT equivalent of UO to SO pi?*vtu; in mechanical 
energy), Thla i-echanlcal efficiency is somewhat harder to define for 
explosions waich travel through an Interface, such ad iroQ ground to 
air; but again, the mechanical effects of the TOT explosion can be 
considered as 100 percent, and the nucloar effects can be evaluated to 
give a TNT equivalent. 

It Is reasonable to assume that the mechanical energy will 
increase when the surrounding »ediur. Is highly opaque to the^ji J 
emission, as In underground nuclear bursts, rather than when It is 
relatively transparent, as in airbursts. In either case, hownrtr, 
the TNT equivalent does not account for the total energy release. 
To present the partition of mechanical energy from an undergroun . 
bum as the depth of burial is greatly increased, the energy appear- 
ing in the for« of t«*e ^rater, ground shock, and air shock could be 
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plotted as is shown in Figure 2.1. A most important point about this 
comparison is that the apparent crater does not turn out to be a good 
effects measurement, with respect to energy partition, as the depth 
is increased; conversely, the true cratei* continues to indicate work 
done on the ground, even to extreme depths. There are zones beyond 
the true-crater which would be better for measurement of work done; 
however, these must be measurable in all types of f^il to be useful — 
unfortunately, this is not the case. These zones beyona the true 
crater ar? usually referred to as rupture xonej. In order to measure 
the maximum work done on the soil, it may be reasoned that the extremes 
of this rupture zone are more indicative of cotal work th-iri are the 
limits of the true crater. In a few soil types, such as sand or the 
NTS soil, these rupture zones cannot bo measured »as4^7, if at all. 

The next step was carried out by the United Statej Army Engineer 
Research and Development Laboratories (USAERDL), to se If the new 
technique worked well for charges larger than those used at BRL, and 
it was found to provide excellent results with char^cc in the 200- 
pound category. The problem then arose as to tho selection of the 
proper column material, color, and configuration for the TIAPOT 
crater-measurement project, since this would be a one-shot partici- 
pation, with no chance for subsequent Modifications of techniques. 
It was decided that USAETiDL would instrument the final phase of the 
Stanfori ^es^arch Institute (SRI) Mole project at the JANGLE U - 
TEAPOT Shot 7 site and determine significant soil factors prior to 
Shot 7. Further, information was desired as to whether the apparent 
crater at JANGLS U was also a true crater, and whether it would give 
a direct comparison between the colored-sand-column and the probing 
technique of true-crater measurement. 

The objective was to establish a definition of a true crater 
using sand columns — not to validate other measurei-^nts, particularly 
in Nevada soil — in order to give more understanding and reliability 
to the Shot 7 results and correlation with the high oxploLivu tests 
in other ^oil types. These will ultimately follow in sefrhing for 
more ewct solutions to the problems of employment ar^ '.T.cts of 
vindcrground explosions. 

In addition to tho».^ current and long range prob)ear, it was 
Important to predict the effects for Shot 7, in onler te properly 
plan th* location of test structure«, b^slc ^♦»•♦"».ntation, and 
columns for Project 1.6. 

2.2 PR0CH1D0RK 

During the period 16 October through U November 19SI.  the SRI 
detonated six 256-pound spherical TNT charges at the JAWQLE Ü site. 
Four of these, at scaled depths of 0.26, 0.50, 0.7$, *nd 1.0 ft/lA^, 
wre Instrumented for taking true crater measurements using n4 ** 
»ertic4l column* along one diameter through ground aero (including 
one column directly below the charge). The holes for thes^ colum* s 
were drilled with a 6-inch-diameter auger, ranging In depth fro« 4 
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feet for the outer columns to 16 feet for the inner ones. The column 
configurations for Shots hOl, h02, and ho5 are shown in Figure 2.2, 
and the configiuation for Shot hOh  is shown In Figure 2.3. Tne 
column depths wer« extended for Shot hOh  because of the greater scaled 
depth of burial of the charge. 

Two types of fill material were used in the columns: asphalt 
and colored sand. The strength of the asphalt columns was r-ried, 
is was the ■meant of water or liquid content cf the »and coltnm«. 

After each shot had been fired apparent crater measureraentB were 
made. Aft«r plotting this profile, or.s half of the crater was 

C i re ltd number» r«f tr «o <J«pth 
Ot buriol 

Oittonct 

n»i»K- 

Plgure 2.1   Sehemtlc plitn of the partition of blast energy 
frcn an underground explosion between eff'vve IDOT» tad 

below ground. 

excarated awaj trom the col*»n» using a dreg line to conaiderablj 
enlarge half of the crater, taking care not to diet'irb their position. 
After excaTation by drag line, hand tools «ere ueed to uncorer Uv? 
columns one at a tiee.    As portions of the colmns were uncovered 
they i^ro sunreyed, photofrephed   and plotted «i a profile as sheen in 
Figures 2.h to 2.7.    It wvs originally planned to space the center 
columns at 2-feet intemdi   but this prorsd unes'w Is factory for 
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drilling th° holes wibnout interaction. Thus a plan having spacing 
no closer than .'.-feet was adopted and worked well. 

2.3 RESULTS 

The results of Shots Ü01, 1^02, hOb, and UOS  were ' :ite satisfac- 
tory in establishing the trua crater and in developing the additional 
operational technique needed for the efficient conduct of Project 1.6. 
The profiles shown in Figures 2.a to 2.7 give the results obtained by 
probing as vwil a» the USASRDL column data. Thede SFI data a.c taken 
from Reference 3 and srary »croewhat from the USAKHJI «poarsnt-enter 
profile obtained in a similar manner but along a differ- '■   diameter: 
that of the colored eoluams« For comp)arisona with previorr .:*t.a, the 
SR"i measurements will be use.1 for the apparent-crater and yi« USAWDL 
measurement» for the true-crater. 

2.3.1 Shot hOl. This shot was at a scaled depth oi ^ • 0.5 
and was instrumented with asphalt colu»nna to one side of ground »®ro 
and below the charge, and the red-sand column» on the other aide of 
ground tero. The column positions are shown In Figure 2.2. The three 
outer coiunns on each side wer- approxijiiately 2.5 Inches in diameter. 
These smaller-diameter columns were made by standing a steel cylinder 
in the center of the 6-inch-diaAStor hoi» and alternately adding fill 
material around the outside, colored material to the inside, and 
pulling tho atcel cylinder from the hole to the .«mrface of the ground. 
This techniqve wae quite satlsfactoryj however, it was unnecessary for 
the sand columns becauee the colored fill is of the same soil that 
was drilled from the hole and strength was unaffected by adding the 
water-base paint coloring to the 6-tnch-diamster hole« 

Coltans 1 and 9 showed no -ii^placeaent froa the explosioo. 
-oluans 2 aad 6 (shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.10 rcepectiTely) were 
apparently In the rupture tone of the crater arri Just bejünd Ui*  tme 
crater. Go haw 7 (Figure 2.9) vae not ty—trical wit'^ Colua.. 2 and 
presented a difficulty in selecting the base of the true v.*».^ at 
this poJUst due to the lack of coluans sulfieiently close T;    -ch «lie. 
Column 3 was eevsrely ruptured end ejected» with only a «all sectici 
at the button being recover^, this bottom piece me d^^afl N>tft 
radially and Tertically. Columcs U bAl 6 «ere eleanly shear»! off 
(Figure 2»11) together with ColiaB :,, i<hieh ^ais anshrocRsd \*f the 
blast, as were all the center ooltsns of th* eubseqaent shots. The 
tops of theee colu«ns represented the base of Ifc? true crater profile« 
Tht  dip In the time crater profUe st Colsm 6 was undoubtedly caused 
by belling of the hole during drilling, which disturbed this *(*jm sad 
reduced its shear strength, in average cross section obtalnsQ by SHI 
using the probing technique xa also shown on Figure 2.U. It falls 
«ell below the true crater and into what sd^it be called the 2ladt 
of the extre^s rutpvurs tone. 

2.3.2 ^ot ^02. The crater from Shot U02 was more aymnetrioal 
thar for UÖ1 (ngure 2.5). This shot was at a sealed depth of 
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Fiffur« 2.9   Column 7 of shot UOl, 2.5 
inch diameter, 10 feat from ground 
zero, asphalt column» 

Figure 2.3    Column 2 of shot laOl, 2.5-inch diameter, 12 feet 
from ground zero, filled with orange-colored sand. 

Figure 2.10   COIUDD 8 of 8bot 401, 2.5-inch diameter, U 
feet from ground zero, asphalt column. 

Figure 2.11   From left to right I Columns 
hfS and 6 of shot UOl. Column li, orange 
colored sand, 6-inch Marnter, t feet 
from nround zero;    Columns 5 *"> C 
asphalt, 6-inches   '   ^-»ter, at Rround 
zero arid 6-fect Tro»  jro'ind zero, re- 
spectively. 
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Xc ■ 0.75 and was inatrumented with sand columns only in alternate 
colors of yellow and white. The white was a poor selection, since it 
gave very HI lie contract to the soil itself. Again, the SRI probe 
data fell below the USAERDL true crater line, especially at the great- 
er distances from ground zero. The sand columns here began to show 
a superiority over the asphalt for producing better records and also 
for giving a column strength more nearly equal to that of the surround- 
ing medium, thereby indicating a more reliable measurement, On this 
shot, a phenonenon was noticed at ths top of Column 9 (an escpoeed view 
of this col'wdir is shown in Figure 2.12). The column was shearca in a 
horizontal plane by the action of the lip fomfotion- This i«ft t. 
thin line of colored sand, shown in diagram in Figure 2.12 and by the 
thin, white trace in line with the trowel shown in Fij^n«« ^,12. This 
phenomenon was firs* noticed in previous •**&  (Reference ?) and 
verified the idea that the lip is formed principally by h-rlzontal 
radial displacement of closei^-in material sliding over th original 
ground surface. There is also evidence of vertical displacement in the 
foroation of the lip as will bo seen in examination of '~J* TEAPOT Shot 
7 results. This vertical motion is caused by coqpreaaion in the 
rupture «ad plastic zones which cauaea the aoil neareet the surface 
to move in the direction of least resistance which in this instance 
is upward. A paste-like sand having the consistency of a thick quick- 
sand, which is shown in Figure 2.13, was used in Column 3 but proved 
unsatisfactory because its added strength caused bending rather than 
a shearing movement. 

2.3«3 Shot UOk*     This shot was at a scaled depth of Xc - 1.0, 
and the results" were very similar to those for Shot U02, the crater 
having a slightly larger - luae. The trace material in the lip waa 
again observed,and, in this instance from two columns on each aide, 
gave a clearer indication of this formation• Asphalt waa used again 
on this «hot in Columns 1 to U; but when it waa mixmd thin enough to 
form a suitable coluan, the asphalt waa nothing more than a thin 
coloring mat rlfcl which could be better done by the wat^r-baab r-»jjit. 
Figure 2.lii shows a major portion of Coluwi 2, which waa outrMe the 
true crater zone, but it shows two well-defined shear plrru -ithin 
the zone of rupture as well as a thin ahearlng brace at ti»* ^„p of 
the colunn almilar to that indicated in Shot li02. All oie columna 
for this shot wura a full 6 inches in dleaster with Columns }, 2. ^ 
and 9  being extended to 6 feet, and Columns 3 and 7 being ezt«nded 
to 6 feet to handle the greater depth of burial. 

2.3.U Shot 1|05« Thia ahot waa IntereaoinK Nsuiuje it waa at a 
depth (ic - 0.26} nearer the JANOLE U scaled depth (Xc • O.U4) and 
gave an indication that there aay be a trend toward laai diffarane 
between the true and apparent craters aa the scaled deptn la uacreaaed. 
Colored aand waa used In Columna 1 to $, and an asphalt-colored sand, 
identical with that used in Shot UOh,  waa used In the remaining 
colmna. Figure 2.15 ahowa a broad view of the left half of the crater 
comprising Columns I4 to 8. These two figures used together with 
Figure 2.7 clearly show the true crater zone. Colusn 3, shown in 
Figure 2.17, waa entiiel> outside the true crater and in the zone of 
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figvn 2.12   Column 9 of Shot 402,    Figur« 2.13   COIIBä 3 of Shot 402, 
2.5-ln dlawter, vhlU-oolorwi 2.5-in dlanKer» \Jbiie Gand 
sand, 16 feet fro« ground taro OOIIBD idth a high water oontont, 

looatod 10 toet Cwoa growd aero 

* ...     -^ 

f 4 

Plguro 2.U   Colwn 2 of Shot 404,       Figwo 2.15   Col«a 2 «^ ugh 5 
2,5~in dlawUr, vhlU-oolox^d of Shot 405. 
Mnd oolvan, loo«tod 14 fMt 
ground »aro. 
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Figure 2.16   Colums 5 through 8 of shot 10$, 

flgaf 2.17   Col«n 3 of Shot 405,      Flf«ro ^W   Col^n^^ofShot^OS 
2.$-lo dU^iUp, /•ilow^colop«d 
»aal coi\Än,  locatod 10 fe«t 
froB ground MTO. 

6-in dl—tofi  *Jiphiilt-oolor«Ki 
•and coltBn9 locaUd 4 f©«t 
ft« ground MTO. 
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rupture, having several ^nall shear planes. Figure 2«18 clearly shows 
a major shear plan«^ again located in the nature zone ^nd possibly 
associated with a stratified layer in the subsurface, 

2.U DISCUSSION 

The HE shot data cannot be used as absolute value.» for scaling 
of true crater data for Nevada soil, because Lhere were only four 
fhots ana one charge else« However, frcn the plot of the apparent- 
crater data from these shots, as compared with those fror* previous 
MOLE data and the JANGLE HE data (see Tables 2,1 and 2*2) it is 
apparent that ail the charges detonated fully anci th-4 the points 
for scaled crater radius fall on the curve t&sed on piT.r*«aa data. 
This plot is given in Plgnw 2.19. The ÜSAERDL true-aater data, 
as given in Table 2.1 and plotted above this sane cur» . do not 
appear unrealistic. They show a trend to less difference between 
apparent and true craters as the scaled depth of bu*"!?- ■ is decreased« 
Figures 2.20 and 2.21 show plots of scaled crater depth and volume 
versus scaled depth of btirial frorr. the data in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

The data, as shown in the plates and profile plots, might give a 
misleading impression with regard to what is n^ant ly the shear of 
some of the columns at various places bolcwr the Indicated true-crater 
line». It is not felt that this chear, characterized by relatively 
small displacement (see Figures 2.9, 2.11i, and 2.17), is a valid 
crater measurementv rather it is associated with low soil strength 
or stratification weaknesses. Thus, it gives a measurement with 
meaning only to the shot configuration and soil condition for that 
particular charge. 

Undoubtedly, the zone previously called the true crater, and 
found by probing, is the extent of the zone of conplete rupture. 
This does not fit with the definition of the true crater c. t-clng that 
zone from vhich material was completely disassociated irw its 
previous position. The rupture zone is characterized n-' r7 this 
ertreioe movement, but rather by extreme orealfing up aud fr. cture 
together with nrich less mass motion or distances -JS ^uvement. 

Naturally, this rupture zone plays a part In terms ^ kinetic 
energy cf the mass of e&rth mov^d by the ei^losion and, as such, should 
not be discounteu in total-energy evaluation. The future study of 
this zone will be required to obtain A Utur&urh ji:iersttnding of 
eratering phenonena, and future developnonts in instrroentatim 
technique will undoubtedly make such a study feasible. 

It seeas highly profitable, therefoi^e, to examine the true crater, 
as delined by this discussion; and the results of these HE e/periwtnts 
to understand the cae^aratiT« efficiencies of nuclear energy and K? 
for eratering purposes. Further, it is felt that this defint icai should 
bu used in futum eratering experiments in order to understand further 
the eratering pheuomna, 
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3.1    PROCEDURE 

Chopter   3 

NUCLEAR  PROGRAM 

3 «1*1 Colored Sand Coluins. In propmratioo for TEAPOT Shot 7, 
twenty-cue 8-inch-diaweter rertlcal shaftt were drills a along cne 
dlaneter md throragh ground zero as shown in Figure 3«1. Tnese holes 
varied in depth from $0 to 200 feet and were drilled niW« - vell-drlll- 
ing rig of the calyx type, using driller's aud as the asdivri :cr 
carrying the cuttings to the surface. After the holes were drilled to 
the specified depth or greater, they were hailed dry and in^ecttd for 
plumhness, diameter, tnd depth. Then, upon acc*r**nce of a hole, it 
was Immediately backfilled with the colored-sand'nix. 

Al. the holes were drilled to oeet the specifications of the test 
plan, with the exception of Holes 1 and 6, rhich required re-drilling 
because of slufflng, and Role II, which was 20 faet abort of 200 feet« 
Hole 11 was accepted, however, because it was determined that addition- 
al attempts to obtain the 200-feet depth might cause the entire lower 
section of the hole to collapse. FIgare 3*2 shows the drill rig over 
Hole lb. 

After the 21 holes were backfilled with the colored-sand mix, 
the ground was graded with a motorized grader, and the positions of 
the tops of the columns were suxreyBd. 3peclficatlons for the 
finished columns are given in Table 3.1. 

The ssnd f?r the colusns was mixed with the water-base paint by 
use of a portable cement ndxer. Soil from the test area was tXl'St 
sifted througn a 2-inch-mesh screen and then shawled jnto the idxmr. 
The bulk water-base paint was first diluted with approxlmkU^ enree 
parts of water to one part paint and theu slowly Injected *z*    the 
mixer to obtain a uniform mix. The required unlfcrsdty of aand-to- 
paint was easily obtained by controlling the number of t*r**lr  of 
sand and gallons of paint per mixer luaü. After thoroughly a-Lxlng the 
sand and pairt, the idjoar load was ö>mf>e4 into the hole through a 
large metal funnel, and measurements of thu talght of fill of each 
load were taken to ensure that no appreciable al^ifxing of the wallj or 
bridging of the mix had occurred. Figures 3.3 and 3.u show the mixing 
and backfilling operation in progress« Figure 3*$ abows a sample ox a 
mixer load being remored from the mLaay and pneserred In a gli^ft Jar 
for future reference as to color or uniformity of the entire coltmn« 

3.1.2 Aerial Harkers. It is Impcjslble to obtain crater m*airire- 
ments ^y sunreylng at early times after an underground nuclear bLMt 
because of the high re'idual-contamiivvtion field In and around the 
crater and lip area« To ofercome this difficulty, aerial mapping 
procedures were used on Shot 7 to obtain early-time profile« of the 
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TABLE 3.1 - SPBCinCATICllS OF COLliaS 

Colmn Color Distance Elevation Elevation 
ITunber frt« GZ Depth .Op   CollOD Bottom Colunu 

(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 

Red }^ 

Yellow 170 

13 Ped 120 

»»290.13 

»»209.90 

15^ 4269.85 

U236.13 

2 Teltow 325 h9 U289.93 4240.93 
3 Black 300 % U290.03 4239.03 
k Red 275 51 k290.0k 4239.04 
5 Yellow 250 52 U299.8b 4237.86 
6 BlACii 22« 82 4269.93 4207.9i 
7 R*J 200 iOk 4269.95 **& 

!:183.90 

9 BUck 125 163 4290.03 4127.03 
10 Red 30 214 4290.22 4076.25 
u YeUow 0 206 4216.00 40&!.00 
12 Black ro 216 4269.48 4073.48 

4135.85 

Ik lellow 175 itO 4290.02 4185.02 
15 Black 200 U3 4290.51 4177.51 
ib Red 225 78 4290.48 4212.48 
17 Yellow 250 a 4291.08 4229.08 
18 lUck 173 55 4291.05 «36.05 
19 H^ 300 64 4291. i.r 4227.13 
20 Yellow 32-> 00 4290.7* 4230.76 
21 Black 350 59 4290.'* «31.84 

rk» 

Tali co1 J^ wae drilled 5 ft nearer 
GM due to the failure of flrat bole 
to stand. 

COIUK wa« rsdrlll^ 5 f««t 
GZ bee.  e drill »ttm waa ioet in 
original hole; after recovery of aaae, 
uDlffT" '.. of hole had been dee troy ed. 

At -125 ft fro« surface, an object, 
which appear« to be a large eton*, 
protrudaa frca aide of hole and about 
haliVay lato hole. 
This coltHi wa* redriUed at 5 ft 
nearer GZ bejauae origlaal hole waa 
not jiluab. 

TI*U ).a - PceiTio« or AüIIAL WLMJCUC 

Murker «o. 

9 
10 
U 
II 

-   ■ 
 ,  

ferfcer Uovatleo rvAind  10**1 

(ft) Uevauao 
it) 

k3)0.»k 4)29.» 
43*9.10 4)28.i0 
42y*.k. 4293.21 
4)01.« *)O0.96 
431*.!» 43U.50 
42e5.?5 4!*.?> 
4)09.05 4)0f J5 
4273-42 4272.42 
42d5.a wÄ.2r 
4)».5r ^305.57 

WTO.*. 4271.Ä 
-^?2.63 4*71.6i 
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crmtar laid lip. Horizontal and Tertical control for the aeriil 
stereophotognphu wts obtained by placing aerial markers in 12 poeitiona 
about ground zero, as shown In Figure 3.6. These markers were construct» 
ed of reinforced concrete in the form of a large cross (8 feet bj 6 
:eet  painted black and yellow), and after enplacement en the ground 
surface at the specified horizontal positions, their elevation» were 
determined by survey. The horizontal and rerticai positions of the 
"^rkers are given in Table 3.2, and photographs of the marker: and the 
emplacing techi.iques are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.S. 

^.2 RESULTS 

3.2.1 Apparent Crater. By use of the «*iial markers aiK mapping 
techniques described in Section 3.1.2, a contour map of the /vparent 
crater and lip was obtained tron aerial stereophotographs tavva at 
H ♦ 20.5 hours. Prints of these stereo pairs, taken at 3,13° feet 

above ground surface, are shown in Figure 3.9. The contour .-p 
obtained fro« these photographs is 8h<am in Figur« 3.10, and focr 
profiles of the apparent crater and Up, running vertically through 
ground zero and at 0, 3U, 90, and 138 degrees azimuth from true north, 
are given in Figures 3.11 through 3.iU. From these four profiles the 
dimensions of the apparent crater were determined and are given in 
Table 3.3. For puxposes of comparison, the dimensions of the JANGLE S 
aw* 7 ertt'jrs arm alao riven in Table ^.3. 

3.2.2 Sicavation of Sand Coluwis. Excavation work to uncover 
the colored sand SoSS could not begin immediately after the detcna- 
tion of Shot 7 becaume of the very high resldual-contaslnatlon hazard. 
Periodic checks were made on the contasl lation level in the crater and 
on the surrounding lip area at intervals of approximately two months 
to determine when the area could be towered in safety« Daring the 
stansr of 1955 these checks Indicated that decenttadnatlon work would 
be necessary if the excavation were to proceed during the calent! 
yeai 1955. Since this was felt to bt desirable, a program v*s »«tabllab- 
ed to use land reclamation tectniques tc reduce the radiatW Krr?^d 
surrounding the crater to reascnable levels, this ir»rk *as no^ FSV?- 
sponsored and was conducted by peraonnel from ÜS4IFDL. It 4il be 
»ported on in a report entitled. "Land Reclamation of 3 Creter !dp 
Area Tsing Earth Moving Equipment", to be published in tue near future. 
Since the major portion of whe excavation type wort to be done in Area 
10a was concerned with Project 1.6, it was decided to lump all similar 
work together under this project. Tcmards Ua* md>   'Jsc  uncovering 
of tne pernanent displacement mesuments under Project 1.7, the uncovmr^ 
Ing of JAUOLE structures under Project 3.1.^ and the exeavatics* dow^ 
to original ground level and the cleaning out of straertarss 3.3v^a<-l 
and a-2 were accomplished as part of the ormrall program. 

To allow this work to proceed in en*erly ffcshioc, the first wtsjrt 
done on Project 1.6 was to excavate daMD to the colums Ui  tbs IXp. 
i.e., aoove original eround level on the south 11a» (Jolomns 13 
through 21), and to make measurements of these coltmus. The work cm 
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Figure 3.7 Preoist aerial Mrker  Figure 3.6 Poaitioning of aerial 
being removed frcn truck. Barker No 6. 

Fifure .l.V Aerial eUrophotofr«^« of the :^ci ? enter. 
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Project 1,6 then proceeded to the nor^ line of the crater where no 
other programs had-structures or excavation work requirements; In this 
area, vork proceeded during that period of time in -which the post-shot 
HE program under Project 3»3«2 ^as being carried out. 

The extreme slopes on the side of the crater from Shot 7 «ere not 
predicted from previous HE work. Therefore, in planning the excavation 
work it had not been anticipated that ordinär/ earth rcr/lng equipment 
would be anable to negotiate the crater sides, A study of the proposed 
program indicated that all columns with the exception of these at 
ground zero and $0  feet to each side. i.3M No. 10, 11, and 12, would 
be in such a position that a trench could be dug to the west side of 
them allowing tliem to be uncovered with hand tools* TJuJ is basically 
the work that took place during the pc^ lod i October to < November 1955» 
After an estimate of the difficulties involved in excaToting to the 
center column was made, it was determined to defer tW« work until the 
spring of 1956 to allow tine for planning a proper technique and 
letting a contract to accomplish the job. 

The determination of an exact point in space of some portion of a 
column was accompHshed by triangulation. A diagram of the method 
used is shown in Figure 3.15. Appendix A gives the data obtained by 
this method and the evaluations and the distances from a vertical 
center line through ground zero of significant measurements. These 
data have been plotted as shown in Figure 3.16. (see Figures A.l and 
A.2, Appendix A, for detail on sand column movement,) Figures 3.17 
through 3.13 give views of various stages of the excavation work and 
of the individual sand columns. 

With the exceptions of Columns 10 and 12, those at $0 feet to 
either side of ground zero, all the columns were uncovered and document- 
ed. The various depths to which the columns were uncovered were 
dictated wherever possible by that depth at which it could be assumed 
that the column had suffered no shear or displacement of «> ^a^nituds 
of interest to the evaluation of the project. This depth, not inclin- 
ing the center column, ranged from several feet at Colvr-!^ \ and 20 
to about li5 feet below original ground level for Colums ', and 13. 

3.2.3 laterpretation of Sand-Colnro Data. The profile VIJW of 
the crater as shown in Figure 3.16 indicates thai sone r*Tisian of tho 
previously defined Vsrm "true crater" nay be in order so that the zone 
of sheai evidencod below the llj. receivbu consideration. It ia most 
likely that this zone of damage also occiro fo^ -^nnller HE expiosions 
but the dimensions of the resultant actual disturbances are so snail 
as to go unnoticed. Hwever, this ground novenent can be bot*> 
appreciable and important for underground explosions thrc^^hofit the 
range of nuclear yields. 

The top of Column 11, when uncovered, was 128 feet below the 
original ground level, or 61 feet below the center of gravity of UM» 
charge. This point was defined previously as being the depth of the 
true crater* It ^ppoared obvious fron the nature of the excavatec soil 
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that all material directly above this point was in a zone of complete 
dissocifc'ion nd had probably been ejected from th« crater, but with 
insufficient energy to prevent falling back. This material was 
characterized by a much higher temperature than normal, although no 
exact measurements of this were made. Between 105 «nd 115 feet below 

Line through coiumns 

Bench 
mark 

figure 3,15 Method for determining point an ji;.u column. 

the original ground surface, the resiudal radiation activity orappsd 
quite rapidly to what was considered as only scatter from above. 

Of particular interest is the action of ihe soil as evidenced by 
Columns 9 and 13 in the lip. Tbe end of the vrace *!  Column 9 extended 
outward to a greater radius than the end of Coluon 8. It appears that 
the ground anrosaent which ultimately forms the Up close In to the ©age 
of the crater is a sliding or shearing morreasnt with that mater xal 
which is closer to the burbt point being given the greatest energy 
for this moveir«nt. The results of this movement are enhanced in the 
vertical direction by the coa^ressive action of the shock in the 
rupture and plastic zones. This results in vertical displacement vf 
the soil close to the crater since upward motion presents toe path of 
least resistance to tho ccoprsssed soil. 

Evidence of the shearing action In the soil as a result of the 
radially expanding shock is shown quite clearly in Figures 3.30, 3.32, 
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Figur« 3.17   lUm ot natimtian on Soith •!<!• of craUr. 

Figur« 3.IB   Vl«w of e*mUr Up looklnf South through out. 
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y-*:':'.--' '. 

Figur« 3.19   Dos«r vorklng in North lip. 

Figur« 3.20   Vi«ii af exoftT»tion work lookii^ Scuth through <mt. 
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Figure 3.21 Excavation work, looking South. 

Figure 3,22    BttaTatlon work, looking South, 
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Figur« 3.23    ExciTatlon work In North fid« of craUr. 

Figur« 3.24    rice«vÄtion work in üorth lip. 
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Figur« 3.25    Doier working In South aid« of er»!«' 

Figur« 3.26   Colmxx 3, 4, ud $ 
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Figure 3.31 Col«« 8 In lip above orlgliml ground level. 

figure 1,)2   Cohmn 8, lellon. 
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flgw« 3.33   CO1«B 9 In harth Up. 

- mm 

Fig\ir« 3.3^    ifcwS «xoavstlon work on colutr. U In bot tee of cr«t«v 
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Figure 3.35 Colmn 13, Rad. 

Figure 3.36 Colwn 13, Red In South Up. 
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Figur« 3.37   Column U, Yellow. 
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Figur« 3.38   Colunn 15, Black. 
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Figure 3.39 Colunn 16, Red. 
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Figure 3.-40    Colmn 17, Yellow. 
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Figur« 3.41   ColiBn 18, Black. 
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«•'JUP. 3.A2   Coluui 19, Itod. 

Figur« 3.i3   Colim 20, Ttllov. 
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3.33, and 3.39. This shearing action should be looked vpon as being 
characteristic of the particular site of the explosion rather than as 
a measüicj/nent which will scale. The fact that it does occur is signi- 
ilcant, and evidence points to this differential movoment as being 
present in any nonhomogeneous rasdium such as soil. 

The true crater dimensions for a 1.2-kt bur«t at a depth of 6? 
feet in a sand-and-gravel soil such as is found at tlie NTS are given 
in Table 3*h.    They are based on the sand column measurements, and the 
somewh&t revised definitions of the crater dimension terns, especially 
pertaining to nuclear bursts. 

3.3 DISCUSSION 

A most important consideration in studying the : ^suiting crater 
from Shot 7 should be the relationship of these reau:.x.3 to previous 
applicable tests, both HE and nuclear. In the section oo  follow, an 
attempt will be made to develop cratering curves fcr  •-.iclear detooap- 
tions in several soil types and to discuss the reliabilities of these 
curves, with respect to variations in medium as well as yield. There 
are large gaps still remaining in the knowledge concerning underground- 
explosion effects, and these appear to center about the problem of 
determining the early-time energy partitioning of the nuclear explosion 
in the various media. There is certainly some radius of development of 
shock from an underground explosion at which the medium will, disregard- 
ing magnitude, be unable to tell frcn what source the shock originated. 
However, within this radius and during the time which the energy Is 
partitioning itself between such things as irreversible heating and the 
change of energy from a thermal to a blast state, there are many 
unknows. And, when an air-earth Interface is Interjected before such 
processes are completed, it further conpllcates the problem. Certainly" 
there is a radius within which a nuclear explosion in soil or rock will 
be considerably affected as to energy partitioning by the presence of 
an alr-oarth interface. And, correspondingly, if the nuclear explosion 
were of small yield and were surrounded by a radiuo of «"5^ before 
en untering the soil, this would enter ir.lo the det^nni^tion of the 
energy density of the explosion as it enters the wonc &i*rp* 

It has been shown by study and onall-scals experiments In two 
programs at the Waterway Zxperlmsnt Station thrrt 'Jt*.  ci*teilng 
potential of an explosion Is cloeoly associated with the energy density 
of the explosive (References h  %nd 5). These programs have shown that 
the crater is smaller when the energy r^nslty of the explosive is 
higher if the total energy release and the jutfdlum as well as the scaled 
depth of charge (as determined by total energy release and net sharge 
weight) are held constant. The charges uned in these two programs 
were 27 pounds of comnosltlon C-li with an enerrr densltv of 7o0 CMI/OB? 
and SU pounds of hO percent ammonia /namite with an energy density 
of 1553 cal/cm3# 

For all of the shots detonated during these two programs at the 
Waterways Experiment Station, measurements were taken of the true 
craters as defined previously In this report, in the majority of the 
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TkBLE 3.3 - APPARE8T CRATül OIMENSIJNS OF NUCLEAR BRIRSTS AT NTS 

Diaension 
TKAPOT 
Shot 7 

JAHGLE 
U 

JANGLE 
S 

Radl»" -t OrlgliMi 
Ground Level 

146 _;_  2   ft 130 ^ 

Deptii Below Original 
GIXJULXI Level 

90 > i ft 53 21 

Mutlaiss ..ip Height 19 ft 8 ... 
KlnlÄiÄ Lip Heigbt 7 ft ... ... 
R&dlu«  to  Msxlaam 

Up Sclsht 
160 ft to 175 ft ... ... 

Voluw £.6 X I06 ft3 
9-9 * 105 

ft3 
4450 f 

Dtpth or Height to 
Center of Gravity 
of Charge 

67 ft 17 ft ' LI ft 

TABLE 3.it - TRUE CRATER DIMLVSIOKS 

Oapth belov Crlgliial Qrwnd UT«1 

^lius at Original   iroond Ural 

Voltaw of Trua Cratar (Ertlaatad) 

Radius to Significant Ruptora (or Stoar) 
at Original Oromid herml 

128 feat 

150 feet 

3.25 x 106 ft^ 

250 to 275 faat 

TABLE 3.5 - CLAI CRAT>JU3G DATA FRÜM »^i ElfUUMorTS CSIIIG Zhih ^»QSaCAL C-X CKii-i t£* 

•-'■ar 
Scaled 
Depth Dapth 

(ft) 
Scaled 

(ft;ibl3) 

Hadlu« 
{ft) 

(ft lbl/3) 

DepUt 
(ft) 

Scaiad 
Depth 
(ft, 1^1   »' 

Hedluj Scaled 
IM«"- 

C-13 
■uia 
IU2J 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

3.W> 
k.kO 
"•.33 
3-90 

1.1J 
1.46 

l.JO 

6,6 
6.1 
7.3 
6.7 

2.20 
2.23 
2.43 
2.23 

7.10 
6.65 

2.1« 
- ./ 
2.22 

'■'■ 

r.5 
7.0 

1.50 
2.V 
2.34 

«Ul* 
KU20 
CUi) 

9.1 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

k. 
4.00 
4.25 

1.50 
1.40 
133 
i.42 

6.6 
6.4 
M 
6.1 

2.2C 
2.ij 
2.26 
2.04 

5.40 
5.50 
5.93 
5.40 

i.ek. 

i.ftj 

7.0 
7.5 
6.5 

2.t.T 
23^ 
2.rO 
2.16 

8-10 
8-19 

L.O 
1.0 
1.0 

4.70 
4.00 
4.10 

1.5» 
1.33 
1.J7 

■.0 
6.9 
r.o 

2.33 
2.)0 
233 

6.20 
6.ao 
6.10 

2.06 
2.06 
2.0! 

7." 
7.5 

1.50 

• Xaferanaae i and ) 

M 
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instances by use of the sand column technique.    The soil used for the 
programs was a lean clay of approximately 2^-percent moisture content• 
The seil c-nditicTiS throughout the  tests were held as constant as was 
possible, with a pronounced effect in reducing scatter in the cratering 
data.    Unfortunately for the present discussion, only two scaled depths 
were used, 0,< and 1.0,    However, oven with this limitation, the 
significance of the findings concerning true crater depths and radii 
for the clay soil as compared with the MOLE h00 series dhots in the NTS 
soil is Important in indicating a range of values for true craters. 
Pertinent data from these programs have baen extracted from the reports 
and included in Table 3.5.    If the scaled tnc-cr'ter dep^t values as 
given in Table 2.1 for the MOLE IdQ series and in Table 3.$ fcr the 
WES programs are examined,  it can be seen that for th? .jjven soil type 
and between Xc values of from 0,26 to ä./ tnc different  !^twpen this 
value and the scaleri d«nth of burial of the charge reror.xns nearly 
constant.    This scaled diiitrence (scaled true-crater J  ">th Eiinus 
scalod depth of burial) is an average value of 0.^3 for the NTS soil 
and 1,21 for the WES lean-clay soil,    A check with th.    .not 7 results 
(usin? 100 percent TNT equivalence for scaling) gives a value of 0,)^ 
for u is sar» scaled difference. 

The fact that this dimension scalea directly with HE is somewhat 
unexpected but can probably be explained by the  following: 

1, For any depth of burst for which the fireball does not 
vent the surface of the ground before shock breakaway, the distance 
from the center of gravity of the charge to the true crater depth 
»hculd remain relatively constant for a given soil and yield. 

2, The true crater depth defines a boundary of a certain 
shock strength and soil strength difference.    This dimension will be 
dependent upon the shock tranamission and soil strength characteristics 
of the various soil types. 

3, For the true crater depth, the effects of inability to 
scale gravity and medium strength over a large range of yields could 
lead to a THT equivalent value considerably higher thaa that detcrmlnod 
by the apparent crater. The apyiarent crater, which ** «non» uii^ectly 
associated with the kinetic energy imparted to the medium, -hould be 
less dependent on the scaling of gravity effects and r.".t. .   ul strength;:. 

Tnese points are verified to a certain degree by ♦*-  .^sults of 
the ground-ahock neaauremente for Shot 7 under rrojecL 1.7 as reT'orted 
on in Hoferenct» 6,    The repots of this project indl^t^d klfH*r earth 
accelerations, particle velocltier, earth stress, and e&rLi strrln 
than would be predicted fror, the apparent crater radius. 

3.3.1    Nuclear Crater Phenomena,    It wor1    appear profitable to 
examine in as much detail as possible the physical phenomena of crater- 
ing, especially with regard to those diffwrtmces introduced Uf the use 
of nuclear devices versus high explosives, 

Che basic difference between these two is immediately apparent: 
the generation of the gas ball from which mechanical work la nltiar ^ly 
derived.    For the purpose of discussing this point, effects b^ymd one 
charge radius (Cj.) will be assumed Independent of thermodynanic 
innuencea.    One Cr is defined for HE as the radius of the inert chrjge. 
For nuclear devlceb it will be somewhere between the physical limit9 
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of the device and the radius of a charge of HE of equal energy release, 
or more exactly, that radius where the transmission of energy by shock 
is faster than by radiation. The temperature at which thit> transmission 
occurs is estimated to lie 300,000 Kelvin. The value Cr may differ for 
lifferent soils or media and will not necessarily scale with yield 
according to wl/3 because of the mass effects of the device itself. 

TABIi   3.t - KNKUÜY  DKNSITY COMPARISONS FOR 1.2-kt 

Aoouned C«J culate^ 
Explosion Charge C&armcterUtlc« Expionlon Characterlttici 

Weight Volune C^    Enerc:" >' •'v 
Oh) (ft3) ;ft)        «t cr (eal/.-l 

TEAPOT Shot 7 0,000 It U.5 1.1  x 105 
fully  twaped 
(1.2-kt) 

JAUGLE U In      8,000       16 <S^b^ l.l x lO1* 
air space 
(1.2-kt) 

(a) Cr It the radius of th« ^»ball when It« twiperatur« ha« cool«d 
to  300.000 0 K. 

(b) Asevalng fireball as cub« shape of «nplacs^nt rooa approximately 
10 ft on side. 

Therefore, a 1-kt device having a weight of 8,000 pounde could have a 
different charge radius than one weighing 800 pounde if for no other 
reason than the density of the bonb materials and the soil being 
different.    However, this effect may be insignificant for ^ully tamped 
bursts since the densities of soil and the HE portions of the device 
would be ccetparable. 

The energy densities of the JANGLK S, JANGLK U, and T^r •*_  Shot 
7 bursts under their respective onvlrcnnental conditiono ire T< itec* in 
Table  3«^.    For purposes of conrparioon, Cy »fill be 3-riä^—a  to be the 
(idlufi at which thm tertpemtur* rsf the fireball is reduced to XX),DC J 
decrees Kelvin.    Also assuming that the^-e is no electron strifring, and 
overlooking the  feeding of radiant e lergv from the dense mass of the 
device to th:. shock wave, a rough approxination of energy density can 
\* calculated a? follows (Heference 7): 

T (degrees)        • Total Ehergy Release in Calories  
Grams of material engulfed times specific h>at in 

cal/gm degrees 

or,  for TKAPOT Jhot V,  temperature at breakthrough of case would be: 

T    -    1*? ' IQp - 1.6 x 106 degrees Kelvin> 
3.6 :: ic/5 x 0,7 
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and, mass (M) oX ioaterial tn grams to reduce temperature to 300,000 
degrees Kelvin viuld be: 

M * hi x P12     • ? x 107 grama 
3 x 105 x 0.2 

Tnerefore, the engulfed material for the thre« bxirst conditions 
listed in^Table 3.6 would be, approxljnately: for TEAPCi Shot 7, 
la61i x ic" grams of soil; and for JANQLE U, l.oli x lO? grams of air and 
soil (the grams of material ^sss the weight of the device is 2 x 10? - 
3.6 x 10° - 1.61 x 107 grams). The resultant calcalationi: of energy 
density at Gj. appear adequate for ccänparisoo purposes. Regardless 
of the inaccuracies in the calculations, they indicat: vr.at tamping, 
or conversely, air spaces, around the nuclear device can «^fect the 
energy density to a signiricant degree. In other wordt, if JAHQIÜ U 
were detonated in a concrete room of approximately 1,0C feet3 of air 

TABLE 3.7 - WT EQUIVALENTS POP. JANOlii U AMD TEApr."       T 7 

Apparent Crater Percent TUT Equlvmlent Ratio of «T 
Dijwnslon JANOLE ü        TF4P0T EquiT»lMt« 

Shot 7 

Radlu» 37 21 l.C 

Dupth eh 39 1.6 

space, as compared with Shot 7 which was carefully tamped with sand 
bags to avoid air spaces, then Shot 7 had an energy density at Cr of 
about 3.5 tines that of JANGLE U.    This Information, coupled with 
previously described snuill-scale HE cratering ezperlnsnts using 
explosives with an energy density ratio of two, giws reason to 
anticipate that Shot 7 should have a lower TNT equivalent for cratering 
than JANGLE U,    Tne method for deternining the TNT equivalents for 
JAKGLE S, JANGLE U, anl ."EAPOT Shot 7 are shown in Figures ?.Wi and 3.^. 
The 100 percent points are the actual nuclear data 8calr*i ?•• the basis 
of nuclear yield in pounds of equivalent TOT energy and tv? ^TT curve 
is scaled from high explosive data on the basis of rharge w «.ght In 
pounds.    The procedure is to hold the charge position    :i the crater 
dimension constant and vary the energy or weight of charge required 
to produce the given crater duwnsion.    The point of l^Usratction of 
a straight line fro» the origin, an^t passing through the 100 percent 
point, with the T^^ curve gives ti:« equivalent sealed TOT charge. 
Reference 11 can be referred to for il^trs*.4.««* of this Method. 
Since the deeper scaled depth of burial would wrdinarUy he expected to 
give a higher TOT equivalent value for Shot 7, the lower values e^ 
shown in Plgurer }.UU and 3J6 and Table 3.7 take on increasM signifi- 
cance as to the effects of energy density on cratering.    The ratios of 
the TOT equivalents in Table 3.7 are consistent enough to indicate that 
they are real differences. 

The significance of them findings conoemirg energy den^? */ 
ef^cts should next be looked at in terns of how they affect the 
prediction of crate.lrg effects.    Considering that an air »pace aroond 
the device is more significant than the nass-yield ratio in changing 
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the energy density^ it appears that the vlaest step would be to 
interpret the data In terns of fully tamped charges. Further, until 
more is known about the effects of different ■ediuns on early time 
radlatiTe tranaport prior to reaching CL,, the effects of differing 
soil types on crater size can probablj best be detendned by comparisons 
of HE data in the rarloua soil types. The calculation of nuclear 
era taring curres using HE curres for various so? Is and the TVT equlra- 
lents obtained from the fully tapped conditions of TZAPOT Shot 7 It 
indie« ted as next in the developsent of nuclear craterlng curres for 
use by the Tarious adlltaiy agencies requiring such infomatian. 
Subsequently» if better Talues of TNT equivaleats for various nsdia 
are detendned, either by calculation or experliwntal observation, these 
curves can be adjusted accordingly. This course zi ?f,tioa requires the 
following aaffiBnptlona: 

1. The charge is fully stewed with no ap^ciable air space 
surrounding the charge. 

2. When the charge is buried at any depth equal to or deeper 
than one (X. for a TVT charge equal to the nuclear yield in pounds« its 
TVT equivalent will be at least equal to those obtained for Shot 7 
because of the high nass-to-yleld ratio for that charge. This scaled 
depth is approodaately Xe • 0.13. 

3. Beyond Cj. for a given-yield nuclear detonation In a 
given nedlun, the »1(11101 will be unable to tell fron what energy 
source the ground shock originated other than as shceai by the velocity, 
amplitude, and duration of the shock, sad attenuation of the shock 
beyond Cj. will be almoat entirely dependent on the characteristics 
of the medium. 

k. The use of a TVT equivalent versus charge position 
oarves as given In Figure 3.1i6. These curves are based en the 
argueents previously presented In this section 0.3JK 

It is possible that a nisanderstsndlng of the aXieö*" of energy 
density on TVT equivalent can lead the reader to prrr^^oee, from 
assia^tlon three above, that the general behavior or themodyD*sle 
stats of the nuclear gei» Nibble at Cj. is the mm*  ir for a hl^h 
explosive detonation. Chronclo^ieally, the nass of U* J«vloe and 
the medium Imdiately outside its ease determine Cj. *ilch th» n deter- 
mine» the energy density at shock breakauay. The energy denslly thus 
determined defines such shock pareaeters ar >malty, naterlal velocity, 
and pressure at breakaway. These initial configurations of denelty, 
material velocity, end prsssure are subsequently attennatrJ vo various 
degrees by the shocked medlm; hoeever, their initial values largely 
determine the partitioning of energy between easte heat and kinetic 
energy at breakaway. Fhergy density, as used hers, epplles only lo 
condltlcns at breakaMay, or Cj.. If all energy dissipetlon Is accounted 
for, Cg. for a nuclear eiploeian could never be as large as UM charge 
radius for an equal energy release of high eiplosive. DnTortimat/ ly, 
the nuwerous dlfiicuitles of such exact calculatlone of energy 
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dissipation havo not yet been overcome. Consequently, the Cr values 
calculated for JANQLE U and TEAPOT Shot 7 are used for comparison 
purposes only and are considered reliable for Indicating differences 
in energy density at breakaway but not exact quantities. 

3.3«? Nuclear Explosions in Various Soils. The results oi tills 
project should be applied to soils other than those fo-.*d in the NTS. 
One of the best available compilations of information on  cratering 
effects fron HE is available in the final report on Project M€LE. 
(Reference 8). The values of scaled apparent-crater radios and depth 

400 r  

>QCi JüC <«» VJU 

Plfure 3.SO   Crater dit*iAcLoRa for 1-kt rf »Ithvr n~. or 
nuclear In wet aand «oil type, 

for sand and fr«f«l| dry clay, noiat clay» tH urt «»'*d as ahown in 
n^^uTS 3.112 and 6.U3 of Heferene« 6 vUi be us«^ h»re with one 
ext^ptlon; that of apparent crater depth for «ukl and gravel, for uhl^h 
the curte  fr^r- figure ?,?0 of this report will be ueed.    Thaee 
era taring curves wer« UäHI along with the TUT equivalent valura for 
rvjly taaped charges froe ngare 3.246 to plot the nucXear-eharga 
craterlrg c.ir?*a glvrn In rigurea 3.147,  3#W, 3.19, and 3«$0.    The 
solid lines fro* Figure 3.16 were used fur the VKt equitaloat values 
since as discussed in S»cUuii 3.3.1, the «iAMOU U burst cannot be 
considered a true und*»rf*ounö burst because of Its sonewhat special 
burial configuration.    Therefore it should not bt used for extrapolation 
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purpooes to other yields and soil types. This is not meant to imply 
that the JANGLE U burst configuration might not be highly desirable 
under certain circumstances in order to increase the TNT equivalent. 

Because the TNT equivalence of a subsurface nuclear explosion 
will be dependent upon the energy density of the explosion when its 
radius is Cr, it would be incorrect to assume that the TNT equivalents 
given in Figure 3.I46 will hold for all burst conIigur«tions. The 
assumption will be made that they hold for fully tamped bursts in soil. 
However, when a better understanding of the effects of energy density 
at sliock breakaway, or 0Pt  on TNT equivalent is developed, the weapon- 
effect information should be suitably corrected. In this» way, seme 
portion of the so-called scatter in the data, iüar rsje^ve itself into 
real differences. 

In order to extend the cratering curves out to »•. scaled depth 
of burial where nu apparent crater occurs, it was necessary to go 
beyond the data available fron the MOLE programs. * survey of the 
available information indicated work by the British vreported in 
Reference 9) was probably a best estimate of the positions of the curves 
beyond a scaled depth of about 1.0. This work was also in good agree- 
ment with the work in this country of a similar nature (reported in 
Reference 10), namely the use of penetration bomb explosions of various 
sizes to indicate scaled crater dimensions with a correction lor various 
charge-'jeight to bomb-weight ratios. 

The relatively large difference in TNT cratering equivalent 
values for apparent radius (21 percent) and apparent depth (6h percent) 
led to a problem in constructing the nuclear curves in Figures 3.149 
and 3.^0; namely, the depth was a larger dimension than the radius. 
While it is reasonable to expect that this condition might exist 
at some instant immediately after the burst, it would most certainly 
dissappear as a result of the natural angle of repose of the sides 
of the crater. It should not be expected that this would ever exceed 
one to one. Therefore, the nuclear depth curves have be-:, r3duced in 
Figures 3.149 and 3«£0 to coincide with the nuclear r«di-u» uur^s. 
This seems a reasonable reduction, since a small iner^tc in crater 
radius from slufflng in of the crater sides would prodnrv a relatively 
larg* decrease in crater depth. 

Regarding the apparent crater radius curve for wet cand, tho 
effects of subsidence at the mir face of the ground for charge depths 
not expected to give apparent craters would give a dish-shaped 
appearance; however, this effect haj nol bdei Included in the curves 
of Figures 3.50 and 3.5U. 

The method which is used in TM 2>200 for predicticr. of apparent 
crater sizes in other than sandy gravel soils (the use of soil factors) 
does not appear tc be in any seriaas disagreement with the results of 
this project for depths of burial down to Xc ■ 0,5. The difference 
jn the crater dimensions for the different soils is nearly A. constant 
between the surface of the ground and scaled depths of about Xc - 0.5. 
However, it is ielt that there would be a decided advantage to the use 
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of separate curves for the soil types on which good information is 
currently available, because the soil factors do not remain constant 
beyond Xc « 0,5 and are not necessarily the same factor for HE and 
nuclear at a given depth value. Therefore, the soil-factor method of 
presentation of crater dimensions in various soil types has not been« 
used in this report. For the prediction of true crater dimensions, 
the soil factor as used in TM 2>200 is not applicable. 

The determination of the true-crater radii and depths for nuclear 
bursts in various soils are based on the discussion from Section 3.35 
these are presented in Figures jj.^l, 3.52, 3.53, and 3.5U. It is felt 
that the sand^gravel curves are the most reliable. The true depth 
curve for dry clay, moist clay, and wet sand ar? fe7+ tc indicate 
slightly small valuesj these curves should be revised «io^r^ingly as 
more HE data using th' sand column technique« becone avai'^bie. The 
method used in construction of the true depth curves for th: sand- 
gravel and dry-clay soils was to use a value of Xc ♦ 0.1i5 vi%o)V3 for 
^•c " 0»^> and "^ have the ■trUje depth progressively incre?-? from a 
val^je equal to the apparent depth at Xc ■ 0 to 0.95 at Xc • 0.5. The 
true-depth curves for the moist-clay and we1>sand soils were construct- 
ed in the same manner, using Xc ♦ 1,0 (lb)V3 as the equation for the 
curve. 

The use of soil factors for crater-dimension predictions, such 
as is used in TM 23-200, appear to be valid only between scaled depths 
of burial of from Xc - 0 to 0.5, and only for apparent craters. It is 
concluded that separate curves are required for nuclear true and 
apparent crater dimensions in the soils examined, especially if the 
results are given for depths including c&mouflet depth. 
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Chapter   4 

CONCLUSIONS 
Considerable progress has been made toward developing methods for 

the prediction of craters from nuclear explosions in various soil 
types. A number of areas requireng move Intensive stut'.y. However, 
the reliability of crater prediction has been considerably increased 
since the results of the JAKGLE bursts were firnt r'-oiished. The 
roles vhich energy density, energy partitioning, and '-^iations In 
soil characteristic« i^ay in determining crater size are new more 
clearly understood, with a consequent reduction in C v» scatter. 

From the tactical point of view, the apparent emt«r must still 
be reckoned with as a primary obstacle; its size aur shape can now be 
more reliably predicted such that neither ovsrdestruction nor failure 
to accomplish a mission will result. However, it is the true crater 
and in particular the true-crater depth that will be used for determina- 
tion of the yield and depth of burial required for destruction of 
underground installations. It appears entirely feasible that deep 
underground targets can be destroyed by a proper selection of yield and 
depth of burst giving negligible undesirable surface effects and maxi- 
mum sub-surface destruction. 

•Rie colmn technique has proven excellent for determination of the 
so-called true-crater dimensions and has allowed correlation between 
HE and nuclear data for the few soils in which the method has been used. 

The apparent crater dimensions appear to be determined to a large 
degree by both the energy density aüd the energy partition of the explo- 
sion, even if the soil type remains constant. For scaled depths of 
burial of less than about 0.15 (or one charge radius as defined in 
Section 3«3-l)» energy partition appears to play a sere aecisiv«» role 
than energy density in determining the TBT equlvslent oC  '-.he explosion. 
However, if the explosion id depp enou^n to allow tL* czttk  to completexy 
break away from the fireball before venting the air r^.^u Interface, 
the e.iergy density is the determining factor in establishing t^e TOT 
equivalent. Furthermore, the energy density can b* -nn-ci--iy affected 
by air spaces surroundxng the JAHGLE U burst considerably decreased its 
energy density at the time it entered into the work phase (or shock 
breakawys) and thus Increased its TOT equivalent to about 1.7 claes 
that for TEAPOT Shot 7, which was carerull., #>amped with sand bags. It 
is concluded that the TWT-equivalent versus scaled-depth-of-burst 
values as deteralr.üd by Shot 7 snould be used tor prediction purposes 
until a more thorough understanding oi toe eixects ox air spaces on 
energy density Is developed. Dexinlteiy, air spaces may be a desirable 
emplacement feature for maximizing of TNT equivalence. 

The sand colmn data fron SbJt 7, when compared vith -hr MOLE hOQ 
HE series and with Waterways Experiment Station results in clay, indi- 
cate that for depths of burial greater than one charge radius thf 
distance from the burst point to the depth of the true crater remains 
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essentially constant, dependent only on the yield and the soil charac- 
teristics. The results indicate that the true crater is primarily 
dependent on the shock tranamission characteristics of the soil; where- 
as the difference betveen the apparent and true craters is determined 
by the kinetic energy imparted to the soil within the true crater volume. 
Thus, as the charge depth of burial increases, the depth of the true 
crater increases by this same amount; but the depth of the apparent 
^rater decreases because of insufflcennt energy for throw o :& of the 
material- 

The difference between the true aad apparent crater radii »it the 
original ground surface is small for scaled depths of burial down to 
0.75 or 1.0. But bciorf these scaled depths it is felt thr.t the true 
crater radius remains a relatively constant value until caa'^n.at 
depth is reached. 

Ro apparent crater will result for scaled depths of burial greater 
than about 2.0 to 2.5 for nuclear bursts which are fully ws-oed. This 
value will be increased somewhat for energy dene ities lower than that 
for Shot J,  but should not exceed a scaled depth of 3*0 to 3«5« 

Camouflet depth should be relatively independent of soil type 
except for differences in soil density, since the apparent crater (or 
lack of it in this instance) depends primarily on the capability of 
the available energy for throvout to heave cl%ar the soil mass over 
the charge. 
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